
This Subaru WRX is customized with MOMO Catania wheels
sized 18×9.5 in the front and 18×9.5 in the rear, featuring a Gloss
Black finish
This Metallic Rootbeer Brown Subaru WRX Evo Eye is one sick looking build. Coming from Vibe Motorsports in California, this particular
Scoobie definitely ticks all the tuning boxes. The vehicle features several clean carbon fiber aero parts, a pretty good lowering, a sick
looking Metallic Rootbear Brown wrap and a set of MOMO Catania wheels. In all, this is one of the cleanest & utmost striking Subaru WRX
builds we’ve seen to date and Vibe Motorsports definitely did a great job on this build.

For a starting price of just $27,495, the Subaru WRX is hard to look over as a high-performance daily driver. Featuring a 2.0 Liter
turbocharged Subaru Boxer engine, producing a rather sweet exhaust note, this vehicle is also quite capable both on and off the track.
Delivering 268 horsepower and 258lb-ft of torque, this vehicle is capable of going from 0-62mph (0-100km/h) in just 6.2 seconds. And yes,
you get that rather capable Subaru Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive system as well, helping you channel your inner WRC driver on various
surfaces. Overall, the Subaru WRX is one capable car and it definitely looks aggressive from the factory floor. However, for some owners
that just won’t be enough. Hence, adding a few aftermarket touches like the MOMO Catania wheels should do the trick for them.
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The MOMO Catania wheels feature a classic mesh design inspired by the company’s storied motorsports past. Featuring a recessed drop
center, the MOMO Catania offers a multidimensional design to match its aggressive fitments. Using an engineered inner barrel to
accommodate large breaks, the Catania’s flow-formed construction creates a strong and lightweight aftermarket wheel. For this Subaru
WRX, these MOMO Catania wheels are sized 18×9.5 in the front and 18×9.5 in the rear. The wheels feature a Gloss Black
finish, joined by a red MOMO centercap logo, working well with the Rootbeer Brown matte exterior of the vehicle.

Our customers can order the MOMO RF Series wheels in 18″  and 19″  diameters. Furthermore, you can choose your particular width, offset,
backspace, and color options, giving your wheels a coveted customized look. Currently, there are several ready-to-order sizes available
through our online store. In addition to that, for the owners that need more customized sizes or offsets, please don’t hesitate to contact us
right away. Our sales team will gladly provide you with all the necessary information that will allow you to order a perfectly fitting set of
wheels for your vehicle. Meanwhile, grab a look at this Metallic Rootbeer Brown Subaru WRX Evo Eye with MOMO Catania
wheels in the detailed media gallery right below.
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